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Club Champion Golf (CCG) is the #1 custom golf club fitter and retailer in the United States.
Their fitters and in-house builders meticulously fit and handcraft every club to an individual’s
unique needs to help them play to their absolute potential. For over 10 years, Club
Champion has prided themselves on their ability to produce a better fit for longer, more
accurate shots. And their formula has yielded impressive results. Established in 2010, Club
Champion has grown from a regional three-studio fitting business to a trusted golf club
fitting expert with locations in every major golf market nationwide. 

The key to their success is providing a unique in-store experience that uses leading
technology to fit golfers for a club that perfectly suits their swing. The process is completely
customized – from allowing customers to schedule an appointment that aligns with their
schedule to providing them with a detailed analysis of their strokes and putting performance
in the fitting bay. 

“We went from a local Chicagoland studio to a national brand, fast,” explained Brian Burke,
CFO of Club Champion. “We’re changing the way people buy golf clubs by customizing clubs
tailored to each person’s swing.”
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As Club Champion continued to grow, the management team realized they
needed to optimize the performance of existing stores to fuel growth and
not rely solely on expansions into new markets. They needed further insight
into the business drivers behind the performance data that they were
seeing, and Salesforce – the platform they use to capture customer data
and manage sales – only took them so far.
 
“We were able to see the numbers and to see store performance, but we
couldn’t see the why,” recalled Burke. “We really needed to be able to dive
deeper into our data and metrics to understand what was happening on a
store by store basis.”
 
At the urging of their private equity partners, in 2019, CCG began seeking
out a data solution that would not only provide access to core business
metrics, but equip them with the analytical insights to understand their data
and help them manage growth. Enter InsightOut by Treehouse Technology
Group (TTG).   
 
“InsightOut was the first solution we saw that offered the framework and
customization for our specific needs,” said Burke. “We considered other
platforms like Tableau and Power BI, but they were limited in their
capabilities compared to InsightOut.”

Missing the “Why” Behind Their Data
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Vendors Evaluated

Like many other businesses worldwide, Club Champion was served an
unexpected challenge when the COVID-19 pandemic hit. Having engaged
Treehouse Technology Group in March 2020 – just as COVID was becoming
a heightened concern – they chose to delay the project for several months.

Soon after, Club Champion began to reopen stores nationwide, following
local guidelines. This coupled with the appeal of golf as a socially-distanced
sport and the growth of the golf industry meant that they needed to quickly
return to maximum capacity. Access to advanced metrics and improved
data analysis would prove crucial for helping CCG to ramp back up and
manage demand.

Navigating the COVID Pandemic  
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We were able to
see the numbers
and to see store

performance, but
we couldn’t see

the why. We
really needed to
be able to dive
deeper into our

data and metrics
to understand

what was
happening on a
store by store

basis.”

- Brian Burke
Chief Financial Officer
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For a business generating thousands of fittings
and high volumes of weekly sales, having
access to real-time data on a daily basis has
become a major asset. “InsightOut is the first
thing we open and the last thing we close each
day,” said Burke. “We refresh it all the time and
are addicted to it."

It’s a tool that has especially benefited Club
Champion’s Chief Store Officer and General
Managers, who oversee cross-store
management and ensure optimal store
performance. “They now have a tool that helps
them analyze associate performance by
company average, by market average, by store
average,” explained Burke. “It’s had an
immediate impact because, without these
insights, they would have each been trying to
garner their own Salesforce reports or reaching
out to other people for all sorts of information
that would have taken time away from their
work.” 

Driving Performance: Insights
All Day, Every Day

 
“InsightOut is the first thing
we open and the last thing
we close each day, we are

addicted to it."

 When the project kicked off in June 2020,
Treehouse Technology Group worked closely
with Club Champion to define all of the metrics,
KPIs and dashboards that they required. One of
the limitations of the Salesforce platform was
the inability to drill down further into the data
beyond the dashboard. Given these constraints,
Club Champion had a good understanding of
the gaps they were looking to fill, with a clear list
of priorities.

In seeking to understand the “why” behind each
store’s numbers, they needed a comprehensive
view of real-time store and fitter performance.
This included a breakdown of the number of
fittings, receipts, cancellations and sales, with
the ability to compare against prior
performance and current targets for year-over-
year and month-to-date reporting.

“It was really about getting to the why,”
explained Burke. “We needed the ability to start
analyzing things like average ticket and
conversion rate in order to find the reasons
behind some of the trends we were seeing.” 

Analytics on fitting bay utilization across stores
was also important in this process, given that
unused space was a lost opportunity for
capturing sales and generating revenue.
Additionally, with limited visibility into marketing
channel performance, Club Champion sought
insight into their receipts, leads and
conversions by source. 

Treehouse Technology Group took these
requirements and implemented them into a
custom version of InsightOut, providing the CCG
team with newfound analytics capabilities. “We
were completely blown away by the demo,”
Burke stated. “We started having visibility into
metrics we had never even seen before.”

 

Newfound Insight and Visibility
into Critical Metrics

- Brian Burke
Chief Financial Officer
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Better Metrics, More Conversions 

InsightOut has also provided greater visibility into lost leads – or
customers who show an initial interest then drop off. In fact, CCG
worked with Treehouse Technology to better define their conversion
rate metric. “We looked at how we were calculating our conversions in
Salesforce and realized that it wasn’t accurate,” stated Burke. 

After testing multiple scenarios to uncover false conversions,
Treehouse developed an improved, more accurate conversion rate
metric, which helped Club Champion discover that their lead-to-
conversion ratio was actually lower than they had realized. As a result
of this finding, the marketing team adjusted their efforts to close the
margin by proactively reaching out to lost leads. 
 
“It used to be so anecdotal,” said Burke. “There was so much data but
it was hard to see or analyze things. The InsightOut dashboards have
been so beneficial for analyzing and drilling down into the data in
order to improve performance.”

 

CCG’s store managers also have access to the platform, providing
visibility into team performance on a day-to-day basis. In fact, CCG
has found that using InsightOut has helped improve fitting bay
utilization across stores. Each manager can see their open bay space
and suggest that fitters schedule customers from the waitlist. 

“We now have much more real-time actionable intelligence,”
remarked Burke. “InsightOut has helped us look at our business in
ways we didn’t think possible in real-time and allowed us to make
immediate decisions to improve performance.”

While custom fit clubs certainly come with a price tag, Club Champion
recognized the benefit of outfitting every golfer, no matter their
background or income, with the right equipment, so they sought to
broaden their reach. CCG partnered with Synchrony Bank to offer an
18-month interest-free financing program that would allow users
more payment flexibility. “But we never really knew before how many
people were using the program, or which fitters were offering it,”
remarked Burke. 

Expanding the Customer BaseIncreased same store
appointments by 26% through
identifying lost leads and insights on

underutilized bays.

Increased incremental
financed sales from 2% to

8.5%, expanding the customer base.
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Key Results

Increased average sale per
customer by 21% across same

stores through expanded
performance visibility to improve

conversion rates and cross-selling.
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With InsightOut at their disposal, Club Champion has been well-positioned to manage future growth,
especially as they’ve faced increased demand due to COVID. “Golf as an industry is booming right now,”
said Burke. “More people are playing golf than ever before and investing in clubs to improve their
game.”

The ability to stay agile in a new market landscape has never been more important, so having a
platform like InsightOut has proved instrumental in running their business. “Having every facet of the
business in the data warehouse provides a holistic view of each function,” remarked Burke. “InsightOut
has made it so much easier to look at all these different metrics in one place and allowed us to do
things we weren’t able to do before.”

However, this is just the tip of the iceberg for Club Champion. As they continue to expand and work to
establish a global presence, they’re turning their sights on using InsightOut to better understand the
operational side of their business. “What we’re focused on is what a lot of other industries are having to
deal with, which is supply chain,” explained Burke.

They’re particularly interested in gaining insight into KPIs such as daily throughput, quality, order
backlog and inventory levels by vendor and stock keeping unit (SKU). They’d also like to have the
visibility and reporting capabilities to measure labor needs against expected demand. Ultimately, as
they tap into the value of their newfound management insights, Club Champion is looking to leverage
InsightOut in new ways to optimize their operations and deliveries.

Teeing Up for Future Growth
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“InsightOut has helped us look at our business in ways we
didn’t think possible in real-time and allowed us to make

immediate decisions to improve performance.

- Brian Burke
Chief Financial Officer

With InsightOut, Club Champion can now see the percentage of receipts that include Synchrony and
which fitters are using this financing option with their customers. In providing visibility into the adoption
of this plan across their buyer base, InsightOut has helped CCG challenge existing customer
assumptions and reach a new group of buyers. 

In fact, by improving the process and making it easier for fitters to use Synchrony, CCG’s incremental
financed sales have increased from 2 percent to 8.5 percent. “This finding has facilitated a drastic
improvement in metrics across the board, including conversions,” explained Burke. 
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The opportunities for further integration and cross-functional insights truly are endless. “Seeing
everything InsightOut is capable of has blown me away,” remarked Burke. “With Salesforce, I’d
be the one coming up with the dashboards and having to explain that we were limited to what
we could see because of the constraints within the platform.”

He continued, “That’s one of the major differences with InsightOut. We can now see all these
different metrics at once and find out the reasons behind what’s going on rather than just
seeing the numbers.”
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Drive business strategy and growth through in-depth data
analysis and actionable insights with InsightOut

Schedule a custom demo here

“The InsightOut dashboards have been so beneficial for
analyzing and drilling down into the data. We can now see all
these different metrics at once and find out the reasons behind

what’s going on rather than just seeing the numbers. We now
have much more real-time actionable intelligence."

 
- Brian Burke

Chief Financial Officer

Unlock the power of your data
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